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A prospective clinical study was performed in 32 patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) 
to evaluate the sensitivity of lesion detection and accuracy of lesion localization by 
neurologic examination, delayed enhanced computed tomography (CT) with a double 
dose of contrast material, and proton magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. After neurologic 
examination patients were classified by probability of MS (possible, four patients; 
probable, three patients; and definite, 25 patients) and by disease activity (acute, chronic 
with acute exacerbation, or chronic progressive). Subsequently they underwent delayed 
enhanced CT scanning and MR imaging with more than one spin-echo technique. In five 
of seven patients with possible or probable MS, both MR imaging and delayed enhanced 
CT were negative. In 25 cases of definite MS, MR imaging detected pathology in 19 
(76%) cases, while CT detected lesions in 15 (60%) of 25 cases. In acute lesions (acute 
or chronic with acute exacerbation), the two techniques were of similar sensitivity 
(delayed CT was positive in 65% and MR imaging in 60%), while in chronic progressive 
MS, MR imaging was superior in lesion detection (MR imaging positive in 75%; delayed 
CT in 25%). While most lesions (55%) were seen in corresponding locations in both 
studies, neither MR nor delayed CT correlated well with lesion localization by neurologic 
examination because a large number of asymptomatic lesions were imaged and many 
symptomatic lesions were undetected. MS plaques imaged by MR were manifested by 
prolongation of T2 and were of two varieties: focal, acute lesions (T2 136-260 msec at 
0.14 T) and chronic, diffuse, predominantly periventricular lesions (120-231 msec T2 at 
0.14 T, normal white matter T2 of 77-118 msec at 0.14 T). Because of these overlapping 
ranges, chronicity of MS lesions could not be determined by T2 values alone. MR was 
at least as sensitive as delayed CT in lesion detection, and it was more sensitive in 
detecting chronic MS plaques. MR imaging is a viable alternative to double-dose delayed 
CT in the evaluation of patients with MS, particularly in patients in whom intravenous 
contrast agents are prohibited or unrevealing. 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic relapsing inflammatory disease of central 
nervous system myelin (white matter) that afflicts over 250 ,000 Americans and is 
the most common disabling neurologic disease of young adults [1]. Its clinical 
course is characterized by acute, transient attacks of focal neurologic dysfunction 
(demyelination) that, after repeated attacks, result in permanent white-matter 
damage and chronic disability [2] . Because its symptoms are variable and often 
transient, early diagnosis poses a serious challenge to the clinician. The diagnosis 
of MS depends on the demonstration by history, physical examination, and labo
ratory evaluation of multifocal acute and chronic inflammatory lesions (called 
plaques) within the central nervous system. Computed tomographic (CT) imaging 
of plaques has proven to be an important diagnostic tool in MS, yet conventional 
examinations are positive in only 13%-49% of definite, 11 %-20% of probable, and 
0-22% of possible MS cases [3-8]. Double-dose delayed CT and magnetic 
resonance (MR) imaging are two innovative approaches that have increased the 
sensitivity of MS diagnosis [9-22] . As compared with routine contrast-enhanced 
CT, delayed enhanced CT may triple or quadruple the number of detected lesions, 
while MR imaging has detected five to 12 times the number of demyelinating 
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lesions, the extent of which appear to be better delineated by 
spin-echo (SE) imaging than by inversion-recovery imaging 
[10- 17, 20]. To date, however, no study has compared 
delayed enhanced CT with MR imaging to determine whether 
the same population of lesions is being detected or whether 
lesions missed by one technique are detected by the other. 
Our present report details data comparing delayed CT with 
SE imaging in 32 patients with possible, probable, and definite 
MS. Although neither method correlated well with lesion lo
calization by neurologic examination and neither depicted 
posterior fossa lesions well , MR imaging was as sensitive as 
delayed CT in documenting acute demyelination and more 
sensitive in detecting chronic demyelination. 

Subjects and Methods 

Patient Population 

Forty-five MS patients referred from public and private hospitals 
to the Baylor College of Medicine NMR Laboratory between March 
1983 and March 1984 constituted the study population. Thirteen of 
these were excluded: 11 were ultimately determined to have a 
diagnosis other than MS, and two, one with possible MS and another 
with definite MS, had inadequate MR data. The other 32 patients are 
reported here. 

All patients had a complete neurologic history and physical exam
ination by a neurologist involved in the study. On the basis of this 
examination, the patients were classified as possible MS (four pa
tients), probable MS (three patients), or definite MS (25 patients) by 
the criteria of McAlpine et al. [23]. The 11 men and 21 women were 
23-66 years old and had disease durations ranging from a few days 
to 30 years . The temporal course of each patient's disease was also 
defined as either acute (a discrete attack with no underlying chronic 
disability), chronic with acute exacerbation (underlying chronic disa
bility currently having an attack), or chronic progressive (slowly pro
gressive chronic disability with no recent attack). The neurologist also 
indicated the anatomic site of clinical lesions so that the clinical 
localization could be compared with delayed CT and MR localization. 
After the neurologic examination, each patient underwent proton MR 
imaging and delayed enhanced CT scanning; these were performed 
as close together as possible, usually within 24 hr. 

CT Scanning 

CT scanning was performed on a Philips 310 scanner. Each 
sequence comprised 10 contiguous, 9-mm-thick slices, and was 
performed 1 hr after intravenous administration of iodinated contrast 
material (Vascoray, 80 g 1/200 ml). The images were reviewed by 
two neuroradiologists for focal or diffuse areas of abnormally in
creased or decreased attenuation or contrast enhancement. Atrophic 
changes were also noted but were not considered definitive in the 
diagnosis of MS. 

MR Imaging 

All proton MR images were obtained using a Bruker whole-body 
imaging system consisting of a 0.14 T air-core resistive magnet 
operating at a proton resonant frequency of 6 MHz and controlled by 
a modified CXP console. Images were collected using a modified 
Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence. The slice selec
tion radiofrequency pulse was designed to leave the spins within an 
approximately 1-cm-thick slice unexcited, while spins outside the 
slice were saturated. Slice selection was followed by the CPMG 
sequence of a 900 pulse and 16 1800 pulses spaced by 9 msec (9 

msec echo time [TE] and about 1200 msec repetition time [TR]). 
Each 1800 pulse produced an SE that was a projection through the 
slice. Our slice selection technique results in the summation of two 
sets of 16 echoes for each of 120 projections at 1.50 increments, 
covering a total angle of 1800 degrees. Each set of 16 SEs decays 
in intensity due to spin-spin or T2 relaxation effects. Thus , it would 
have been possible to reconstruct a sequence of 16 images reflecting 
T2 decay. However, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, sequential 
SEs were averaged in groups of four, resulting in a sequence of four 
T2-dependent images (effective 22.6, 58.8, 94.9, and 131 .1 msec 
TEs). Reconstruction was of a 2532 pixel matrix using a standard 
convolution-filtered back-projection algorithm. For each patient, data 
were collected for a minimum of six slices. 

Using the sequence of four T2-dependent images, calculated T2 
and initial signal strength images were generated by following the 
technique described by Schneiders et al. [24]. Briefly, corresponding 
pixels from the four images were semilogarithmically plotted versus 
time and a least-squares-fit straight line was calculated. The slope 
and y intercept are related to T2 and initial signal strength, respec
tively, of the tissue represented by that pixel. The initial signal strength 
image is related to the extrapolated intensity of the signal at the time 
of the initial 900 pulse. Thus, this value should be independent of T2, 
containing only information about spin density and T1 (from TR
related partial saturation). When T2 values have been calculated for 
each pixel in this manner, the values may be assigned to a gray scale 
and a T2 image reconstructed. This method has been shown to 
produce calculated T2 images that are accurate to better than 9% 
[24]. The images were reviewed by two neuroradiologists for areas 
of focal or diffuse increase in T2. Region-of-interest T2 values were 
extracted from calculated T2 patient images as an average value 
over a 3 x 3 pixel area and were compared with similarly extracted 
T2 values from normal volunteers. 

Results 

Table 1 reveals that in two patients with probable MS and 
three patients with possible MS, both MR imaging and de-

TABLE 1: Comparison of CT and MR Imaging in the Evaluation 
of Multiple Sclerosis 

Type of Multiple Sclerosis 

Definite: 
Acute . . . . . . . . . 
Chronic with acute 

exacerbation 
Chronic progressive 

Subtotal ....... . . . 
Probable: 

Acute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Chronic with acute 

exacerbation 
Chronic progressive ... .. .. . 

Subtotal ......... 

Possible: 
Acute ........ . . . , .... .. 
Chronic with acute 

exacerbation ... ... . . 
Chronic progressive 

Subtotal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Total . .. . .... . . . . 

Total 

4 

13 
8 

25 

0 

1 
2 

3 

1 
2 

4 

32 

No. of Patients 

+MR/ +MRI -MRI - MRI 
+CT -CT -CT +CT 

2 0 

9 0 4 0 
3 5 0 0 

14 5 5 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 

0 1 2 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 
0 0 2 0 

0 3 0 

15 6 10 
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layed CT were negative. In one patient with possible MS, 
both delayed CT and MR imaging were positive, and in one 
patient with probable MS, MR imaging was positive while 
delayed CT was negative. Of 25 patients with definite MS, 
five had negative MR images and delayed CT studies, five 
had positive MR images but negative delayed CT scans, and 
only one patient had a negative MR study but a positive 
delayed CT scan. The other 14 patients had positive MR and 
delayed CT studies. 

Calculated T2 values for normal white matter from a pop
ulation of normal volunteers at the Baylor facility were 77-
118 msec. Nonenhancing plaques on delayed CT scans, 
thought to represent more chronic lesions, had calculated T2 
values on MR images of 120-231 msec. Enhancing plaques 
on delayed CT scans, thought to be more acute lesions, had 
T2 values of 136-260 msec. These data show no definite 

A B 

D E 

Fig. 1.-Focal and diffuse plaques, standard imaging format (duration of 
illness: 20 years). A, Delayed enhanced CT scan. Ring-enhancing lesion in right 
parietal lobe. B-E , CPMG images (from summing 16 SEs into four groups of 
four, thus generating four CPMG images with effective 22.6 [B], 58.8 [C), 94.9 

distinction by MR between acute (enhancing) plaques and 
chronic (nonenhancing) plaques. 

As with other studies reported, most pathology was seen 
in the periventricular areas on MR images [12-20]. However, 
plaques were seen in the white matter throughout the neu
roaxis in certain patients. Of the 76 lesions imaged by either 
MR or delayed CT, 42 (55%) were seen in corresponding 
locations in both studies (21 by each study) , 19 (25%) were 
depicted only on MR images, and 15 (20%) were seen only 
on delayed CT images. Thus, while most lesions were de
tected by both techniques, each depicted lesions not seen by 
the other techniques. 

There was very poor correlation between neurologic ex
amination and delayed CT and MR imaging with respect to 
lesion localization. Most clinically detected lesions were in the 
posterior fossa (66 of 142 predicted lesions), spinal cord (26 

c 

F 

[D), and 131.1 [E) msec TEs). Extensive prolongation of T2 in centrum 
semiovale bilaterally. F, Calculated T2 image (T2 of right parietal focus, 210-
231 msec; T2 of diffuse white-matter demyelination, 142-196 msec). 
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of 142 predicted lesions), or optic nerves (24 of 142 predicted 
lesions). However, MR imaging detected only three and de
layed CT only one lesion in the posterior fossa. Neither 
technique adequately examined the spinal cord or the optic 
nerves. Of the 142 lesions predicted by neurologic examina
tion, only 22 seen on MR images (20 in the cerebral hemi
spheres) and 14 seen on delayed CT images (13 in the 
cerebral hemispheres) correlated with clinical predictions. 
Both techniques did , however, demonstrate a number of 
asymptomatic lesions (18 detected by MR imaging, 22 de
tected by delayed CT), predominantly in the cerebral hemi
spheres. Examples are shown in figures 1-3. 

Discussion 

Table 1 reveals that in all but one patient with possible or 
probable MS, when CT scans were negative, MR images 
were negative as well. Of 25 patients with definite MS, six 
had negative MR studies. In one patient with acute definite 
MS, the CT scan revealed a right parietal enhancing lesion. 

Fig. 2.-Multiple focal and periventricular 
plaques (duration of disease: 28 months). A, De
layed enhanced CT image. No significant abnor
mality. B, Early CPMG image (effective 22.6 msec 
TE). C, Late CPMG image (sum of SEs 9-16, 
effective 113 msec TE). D, Calculated T2 image. 
Diffuse focal and periventricular plaques manifested 
as prolongation of T2 (T2 of focal plaques, 139-
147 msec; T2 of peri ventricular plaques, 198-230 
msec). 

However, a slice through this area was not obtained with MR, 
and thus this patient's study was considered negative due to 
sampling error. In the other five definite MS patients with 
negative MR studies, all had only posterior fossa lesions, 
spinal cord lesions, optic nerve lesions, or combinations of 
these. 

Posterior fossa lesions are infrequently noted by MR im
aging, although the yield is greater than by CT [12, 22, 25]. 
Only 20% of MS plaques are found in the posterior fossa at 
autopsy, reducing the potential yield of imageable plaques 
[2] . Lesions in this region need to be only a few millimeters 
or less to produce significant symptoms, and because of bone 
artifact on CT [4] and partial-volume effects on MR imaging, 
these small lesions can be obscured on the image. Axial 
spatial resolution at clinical contrast levels is about 2.5 mm 
on our MR unit, and spatial sampling is further limited by the 
relatively large slice thickness and possibly still undefined 
irregularities in MR slice configuration. As such, only three 
patients in our series had posterior fossa lesions visible on 
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A B 
Fig . 3. -Diffuse end-stage chronic plaques. A, Delayed enhanced CT scan. 

Diffuse, bilateral , nonenhancing, low-density lesions in white matter. (Moder
ately severe atrophy in this patient is not seen here.) B, Early CPMG image 

MR imaging, while 25 (78%) had pathology referable to this 
area by neurologic examination; this is similar to the findings 
of other investigators [25] . As the spinal cord was not imaged 
routinely in our standard head study, these lesions were 
missed because of sampling error. To date, no report has 
been published of a demyelinating optic nerve lesion imaged 
by MR . This was true for all 15 patients in our study who had 
optic neuritis. Because the optic nerve is tortuous in its course 
and is surrounded by fat, which has a T2 that overlaps the 
normal brain and MS plaque ranges, partial-volume effects 
make detection of demyelination difficult in this region. 

The clinical examination thus correlated poorly with the 
distribution of lesions seen on both delayed CT and MR 
studies in our patient population, as has been noted by others 
[11, 21 , 25]. This reflects both a large number of asympto
matic lesions imaged as well as many symptomatic lesions 
undetected because of small size, unexamined region (spinal 
cord), and/or technical limitations. The discrepancy between 
the small number of lesions (20%) found at autopsy in the 
posterior fossa [2] as compared with the large number (66 
[46%] of 142) predicted clinically contributes to the poor 
correlation between the clinical and imaging examinations, 
reflecting the difficulty in clinical anatomic assignment when 
more than one lesion is present. 

The sensitivity of lesion detection by MR imaging is ob
viously related to image quality. The prototype resistive 6 
MHz system used in our study has a lower signal-to-noise 
ratio and other technically limiting factors when compared 
with newer equipment. More refined instruments might well 
be more sensitive in detecting lesions, particularly small ones . 
However, even with this prototype imager, MS lesions are 
detected more often than with state-of-the-art CT techniques . 

Although the small size of our patient population diminished 
the significance of some of our conclusions , certain trends 
became apparent when patients were divided into acute 

c 
(sum of SEs 1-8; effective TE , 40.7 msec). C, Late CPMG image (sum of SEs 
9-16; effective TE , 113 msec). Severe and diffuse prolongation of T2 through
out white matter (209-231 msec T2). 

lesions (acute and chronic with acute exacerbation) versus 
chronic lesions (table 2). Of 20 patients with acute or chronic 
exacerbating MS, 13 (65%) had abnormalities consistent with 
MS on delayed CT scans as compared with 12 (60%) who 
had abnormalities on MR studies. Thus, for the acute lesion, 
the two studies appeared to be comparable in sensitivity in 
detecting demyelination. In the chronic group, however, de
layed CT revealed pathology in only three of 12 patients, 
while MR revealed abnormalities in the rest, nine of 12 pa
tients. Among all 32 patients, delayed CT documented lesions 
in 16 (50%), while MR imaging demonstrated pathology in 21 
(65.6%). Thus, MR was at least as sensitive as delayed CT 
in detecting MS plaques, and was superior in defining chronic 
demyelinating plaques. 

The prolongation of T2 in areas of demyelination in our 
series corroborates previous reports [13-20]. The calculated 
T2 values of plaques of about 120-260 msec at 0.15 T 
agrees well with the findings of Bailes et al. [13], despite 
differences in the calculation algorithms used at the two 
centers. Two patterns of demyelination were identified in this 
patient population: focal lesions, believed to represent more 
acute lesions that correlated with enhancing lesions on de
layed CT, and diffuse, peri ventricular lesions, believed to 
represent more chronic postdemyelinative scar tissue. How
ever, calculated T2 values for these two patterns of plaques 
were overlapping in their ranges, and it was not possible to 
predict which lesions were acute or chronic on the basis of 
T2 values alone. These values were determined from aver
aged pixel values derived from calculated T2 images. We 
recently reviewed our method of a four point fit calculation 
based upon a data set of 16 SEs, and it was shown to 
accurately reflect T2 values in the clinical range of 50- 245 
msec to within 3% of those values derived by standardized 
spectrometric methods (Jackson JA, Schneiders NJ , Ford JJ , 
Bryan RN, unpublished data). 
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TABLE 2: Results of MR Imaging and Delayed Enhanced CT 
Scanning in Multiple Sclerosis 

Study: Finding 

Delayed enhanced CT: 
Positive (nonenhancing, low 

density) . 
Positive (focal enhancing) 
Negative . 

Total .... .. . . .. . . . .. . . 

MR Imaging: 
Positive . 
Negative . . . . . . . . . 

Total ...... . .. 

No. of Patients/Type of 
Multiple Sclerosis 

Acute and 
Chronic Chronic 

with Acute Progressive 
Exacerbation 

2 2 
11 1 
7 9 

20 12 

12 9 
8 3 

20 12 

Total 

4 
12 
16 

32 

21 
11 

32 

An alteration of the blood-brain barrier is one manifestation 
of acute demyelination, and its demonstration is particularly 
well suited to the administration of an intravenous contrast 
agent, particularly in higher doses [9-11] . However, the tox
icity of such agents is prohibitive in some patients and un
pleasant in most. While the appearance of lesions on delayed 
enhanced CT supports the diagnosis of MS, it is not specific. 
The ability to detect both acute and chronic pathology without 
the need for an intravenous contrast agent at sensitivity 
equaling or surpassing that of delayed CT makes MR imaging 
a powerful and feasible alternative in the evaluation of these 
patients. However, MR imaging changes, such as prolonga
tion of T2, are probably also relatively nonspecific, particularly 
in older patients where diffuse and/or focal lesions are some
times seen [13] (Jackson JA, Schneiders NJ, Ford JJ, Bryan 
RN, unpublished data). 
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